
Summary

Rarely does a District Court judgment give rise 
to new law. Arguably, however, the Queensland 
District Court has done just that. In the recent 
case of Morton,1 the court reduced the liability 
of a trade creditor for an unfair preference by 
setting off part of the unpaid debt owed by the 
company in liquidation. The decision is based 
upon two respected judgments of superior 
courts2 and obiter remarks by a judge in the 
NSW Court of Appeal.3 

The effect of the judgment is that creditors may 
now consider a new defence to a liquidator’s 
unfair preference claim. It is the possible 
misstep in the reasoning behind the judgment 
that gives cause for caution for creditors. 

Who Does This Impact?
The judgment is of interest to suppliers of goods and 
services on credit; Trade Credit Insurers; and liquidators.

Legislation
The elements of a liquidator’s preference claim are set 
out in section 588FA of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) 
(‘Act’). In short, a liquidator can recover payments made 
by an insolvent company to an unsecured creditor in 
the six months leading up to that company’s liquidation 
which give that creditor a priority of advantage over other 
creditors - that is, more than the creditor would have 
received if the payments had not been made and the 
creditor were to prove in the liquidation.  

There are a number of statutory defences to an unfair 
preference claim.

The judge in Morton’s case considered whether, under 
section 553C of the Act., a defendant could set-off the 
outstanding debt owing by the company against the 
preference claim brought by the company’s liquidator. 
Section 553C essentially entitles a creditor with a debt 
or claim owing by it to the company in liquidation to 
set-off against that debt or claim any sum due to it by the 
company provided that, at the time of giving or receiving 
credit to or from the company, the creditor had no notice 
of the fact that the company was insolvent.  

Background
Morton’s case concerned an unfair preference claim by a 
liquidator against a creditor of the company in liquidation, 
Rexel Electrical Supplies Pty Ltd (‘Rexel’) for $197,469.16.

The liquidator was appointed on 14 August 2012. He 
alleged that seven payments were made in the Relation-
Back Period, being 14 February 2012 to 14 August 2012, 
which constituted unfair preferences under section 588FA 
(‘Payments’). The Payments were made between 23 March 
2012 and 6 June 2012. 

Amongst other things, Rexel asserted that the company 
owed it $92,323 for goods sold and delivered by it to the 
company in the period 31 January 2012 to 24 April 2012. 

On the issue of set-off, Rexel argued that, should the 
liquidator succeed in his unfair preference claim and 
the Payments be deemed to be preferential, the sum of 
$92,323 should be set off against the Payments pursuant 
to section 533C.

Judgment
The judge concluded that the company was insolvent 
from as early as 1 March 2012 and so continued up to the 
appointment of the liquidator on 14 August 2012.

The judge found that Rexel was not able to invoke the 
‘good faith’ defence and that there was an absence of 
circumstances to give rise to a ‘running account’.
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The judge found for Rexel on the set-off (although for 
a reduced figure). The key issue was whether Rexel had 
notice of the fact that the company was insolvent at the 
relevant time. The judge referred to several authorities 
and held that:

n Notice of the fact that the company was insolvent 
  under section 553C requires more than reasonable 
  grounds for suspecting insolvency.4 The concept  
  of reasonable grounds to suspect insolvency is the 
  touchstone for considering if a creditor can succeed on a 
  ‘good faith’ defence under section 588FG(2).

n What must be considered for the purposes of section 
  553C is whether Rexel had notice of the fact of 
  insolvency. A person might have reasonable grounds to 
  suspect insolvency without having notice of the fact of 
  insolvency.

n A person will have ‘notice of the fact’ that a company is 
  insolvent if the person has actual notice of facts which 
  disclose that the company lacks the ability to pay its 
  debts when they fall due.5 It is unnecessary to show that 
  the person actually formed the view that the company 
  lacked that ability. 

n What was required - if the set-off were to be defeated -  
  was proof of facts known to Rexel which warranted the 
  conclusion of insolvency. It was not enough that 
  insolvency was a possible inference from the known 
  facts.

As to the relevant time to assess Rexel’s knowledge, the 
judge determined that the ‘time’ referred to in section 
553C is the time of the giving or receiving of credit. ‘Credit’ 
includes the time in which the seller allows a buyer of 
goods and services to make payment at some future 
date.6 Thus, the relevant dates on which Rexel ‘gave credit’ 
to the company were the dates on which each invoice for 
the claimed debt was rendered.

On the evidence available to it, the Court went on to find 
that, in relation to all but the first invoice dated 31 January 
2012 (of which $64,658.15 remained outstanding), Rexel 
had actual notice of facts that would have indicated to a 
reasonable person in Rexel’s position that the company 
was unable to pay all its debts as and when they become 
due and payable.7 

Accordingly, the sum of $64,658.15 was a legitimate 
set-off and the liquidator’s claim was required to be 
reduced by that amount, leaving the sum of $132,811.01 
to be recoverable by the liquidator as unfair preference 
payments.

Implications
Morton’s Case gives rise to the argument that provided 
that a creditor can show that it did not have actual 
notice of facts of the company’s insolvency and there 
are countervailing debts or claims, section 553C may 
be relied upon to reduce the quantum of an unfair 
preference claim brought by a liquidator.

Creditors should therefore consider any set-offs they may 
have when forced to defend such an action as it may 
not only be an effective negotiating device but one that 
reduces the amount that the creditor may be required to 
pay to a liquidator in the event of proceedings instituted 
by the liquidator.  

A Note of Caution
In Parker,8 it was held that section 553C could apply to an 
insolvent claim against a holding company under section 
588W. That section specifically refers to such a claim as 
being a ‘debt’.

In Jetaway,9 the issue was whether the fact that the 
Deputy Commissioner of Taxation had credits that it 
applied to PAYG and GST liabilities would give rise to 
the assertion that one of the constituent elements of an 
unfair preference (being the requirement of a priority or 
advantage arising from the subject transaction) did not 
exist.

Neither of these judgments alone goes so far as to 
countenance the ‘Morton defence’. In Buzzle,10 obiter 
(that is, non-binding) remarks were made approving 
Parker which - without any further reasoning— extended 
the reach of that case from insolvent trading (that is, 
debt) claims to voidable transactions based on unfair 
preferences. These obiter remarks were relied upon in 
Morton’s Case. An unfair preference claim is not a debt: 
if it were then moneys recovered accordingly would be 
subject to general security interests but they are not. The 
conclusion as to the law in Morton’s Case, based as it is 
upon an uncertain premise, is not free from doubt.
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3. Buzzle Operations Pty Ltd (In Liq) v Apple Computers Australia (2011) 
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4. Citing with approval Jetaway Logistics Pty Ltd & Ors v The Deputy 
Commissioner of Taxation [2009] VSCA 319 at [14]-[22].
5. section 95A of the Act
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